Rapid vascular regrowth in tumors after reversal of VEGF inhibition
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Inhibitors of VEGF signaling can block angiogenesis and reduce tumor vascularity, but little is known about the reversibility of these changes after treatment ends. In the present study, regrowth of blood vessels in spontaneous RIP-Tag2 tumors and implanted Lewis lung carcinomas in mice was assessed after inhibition of VEGF receptor signaling by AG-013736 or AG-028262 for 7 days. Both agents caused loss of 50%–60% of tumor vasculature. Empty sleeves of basement membrane were left behind. Pericytes also survived but had less α-SMA immunoreactivity. One day after drug withdrawal, endothelial sprouts grew into empty sleeves of basement membrane. Vessel patency and connection to the bloodstream followed close behind. By 7 days, tumors were fully revascularized, and the pericyte phenotype returned to baseline. Importantly, the regrown vasculature regressed as much during a second treatment as it did in the first. Inhibition of MMPs or targeting of type IV collagen cryptic sites by antibody HUIV26 did not eliminate the sleeves or slow revascularization. These results suggest that empty sleeves of basement membrane and accompanying pericytes provide a scaffold for rapid revascularization of tumors after removal of anti-VEGF therapy and highlight their importance as potential targets in cancer therapy.

Introduction

Inhibitors of VEGF are making their way into the clinic as cancer therapeutics (1–3). In addition to preventing the formation of new tumor vessels, VEGF inhibitors eliminate many existing tumor vessels and tend to normalize the phenotype of tumor vessels that survive treatment (4–7). Regression of tumor vessels caused by VEGF blockade results from loss of endothelial cells, but most pericytes and empty sleeves of basement membrane of the affected vessels persist (6).

Despite conspicuous changes in tumor vasculature induced by inhibition of VEGF signaling, little is known about the reversibility of these changes after cessation of anti-VEGF therapy. Current approaches can effectively inhibit VEGF signaling by blocking the ligand or receptors (8–18), but none permanently stops the production of VEGF or irreversibly disables its receptors. Also, although VEGF inhibitors can destroy as much as 80% of the tumor vasculature (6), tumor vessels can grow back after cessation of treatment. Indeed, capillaries of the thyroid and trachea, which regress after VEGF inhibition, rapidly regrow when treatment with the inhibitor is stopped (19, 20). Tumor burden can increase after treatment ends (21), but to our knowledge, there are no reports of the rate or extent of vascular regrowth in tumors after withdrawal of anti-VEGF therapy and little information on conditions that influence the revascularization of tumors. Among the factors that could facilitate the regrowth of tumor vessels are the scaffold of vascular basement membrane and pericytes that remain after endothelial cells regress (6, 22). Basement membrane not only provides tracks for regrowing blood vessels, as for regenerating nerves (23, 24), but also serves as a storage site for angiogenic growth factors (25).

The present study sought to determine how rapidly and to what extent tumor blood vessels regrow after cessation of anti-VEGF therapy. In particular, we sought to examine the plasticity of tumor vasculature in response to starting and stopping the inhibition of VEGF signaling, with the goal of determining how rapidly blood vessels in tumors can regrow. With the increasing importance of VEGF inhibitors to the treatment of cancer (1–3), knowing the speed of vascular regrowth in tumors after cessation of treatment is of clinical relevance and could influence the use of VEGF inhibitors.

To address these issues, we took advantage of approaches developed to study VEGF-dependent blood vessels in tumors and normal organs (6, 19, 20, 26). In the present study, VEGF-dependent vessels were defined as blood vessels that regress after inhibition of VEGF. VEGF signaling in tumors in RIP-Tag2–transgenic mice and implanted Lewis lung carcinomas was inhibited with AG-013736, a small molecule inhibitor of VEGF receptor tyrosine kinases known to reduce tumor vascularity (6, 18, 27). AG-028262, a VEGFR-selective inhibitor with subnanomolar potency (28), was used for comparison. Treatment was stopped after 7 days. The short plasma half-lives of AG-013736 and AG-028262 provided rapid washout and return of VEGF signaling within hours after cessation of treatment (18, 28). During the first week after the treatment ended, the amount of vascular regrowth was measured, and the functionality of tumor vessels was tested by assessing vessel patency and endothelial cell VEGFR-2 expression. The extent of VEGF dependence of regrown tumor vessels was determined by giving a second round of treatment. We examined the growth of endothelial sprouts into empty sleeves of basement membrane that remained...
after tumor vessels regressed and compared the rate of regrowth with the rate of disappearance of the sleeves. We also tested whether regrowth was slowed by perturbing the sleeves with an inhibitor of MMPs, AG3340 (29), or a monoclonal antibody (HUIV26) that binds to a cryptic epitope of type IV collagen exposed in basement membrane at sites of vascular remodeling (30–32). Overall, the results indicate that tumors were completely revascularized within the first week after treatment stopped and suggest that surviving pericytes and empty sleeves of vascular basement membrane contributed to the rapid restoration of the tumor vasculature.

Results

Rapid regrowth of tumor vessels after withdrawal of VEGF inhibition. Blood vessels in untreated RIP-Tag2 tumors were abundant, tortuous, and variable in diameter (Figure 1A). The vascularity of the tumors was conspicuously reduced after treatment with AG-013736 for 7 days (Figure 1B). Tumor vessels that survived treatment had a more uniform caliber and less branching than those in untreated tumors. At 2 days after the treatment ended, vascular sprouts (C, arrows) marked the beginning of vascular regrowth. The projections from vessels were confirmed as sprouts by examining multiple optical sections in the stack of confocal images from the 80-μm-thick cryostat section. (D) By 7 days, normalized vessels were replaced by typical tumor vessels. Vascularity of Lewis lung carcinoma (E) was similarly reduced by AG-013736 treatment for 7 days (F, G). By 7 days after the treatment, vascularity of Lewis lung carcinoma was back to baseline. Bar graphs illustrate changes in area density of CD31-positive vessels in RIP-Tag2 tumors (H) and Lewis lung carcinomas (I) after 7 days of treatment (0 days withdrawal) and after the treatment ended. Treatment reduced tumor vascularity in the 2 models by 61% and 50%, respectively. After AG-013736 treatment was stopped, tumor vascularity was back to baseline by 7 days but from day 7–14 did not increase beyond that present in untreated tumors (H). *P < 0.05 compared with the untreated group. Scale bar (applies to all images): 115 μm (A–D); 55 μm (E–G).

Figure 1

Regression and regrowth of tumor vessels after VEGF inhibition. Confocal micrographs of RIP-Tag2 tumors compare the dense vascularity of an untreated tumor (A) with the sparse vascularity after AG-013736 treatment for 7 days (B). Tumor vessels that survived treatment had a more uniform caliber and less branching than those in untreated tumors. At 2 days after the treatment ended, vascular sprouts (C, arrows) marked the beginning of vascular regrowth. The projections from vessels were confirmed as sprouts by examining multiple optical sections in the stack of confocal images from the 80-μm-thick cryostat section. (D) By 7 days, normalized vessels were replaced by typical tumor vessels. Vascularity of Lewis lung carcinoma (E) was similarly reduced by AG-013736 treatment for 7 days (F, G). By 7 days after the treatment, vascularity of Lewis lung carcinoma was back to baseline. Bar graphs illustrate changes in area density of CD31-positive vessels in RIP-Tag2 tumors (H) and Lewis lung carcinomas (I) after 7 days of treatment (0 days withdrawal) and after the treatment ended. Treatment reduced tumor vascularity in the 2 models by 61% and 50%, respectively. After AG-013736 treatment was stopped, tumor vascularity was back to baseline by 7 days but from day 7–14 did not increase beyond that present in untreated tumors (H). *P < 0.05 compared with the untreated group. Scale bar (applies to all images): 115 μm (A–D); 55 μm (E–G).
Rapid functionality of regrowing tumor vessels. The functionality of regrowing tumor vessels was tested by giving an i.v. injection of fluorescent *Lycopersicon esculentum* lectin, which binds uniformly and rapidly to the luminal surface of the endothelium and thus labels patent blood vessels, and then staining the tumors for CD31 immunoreactivity (6, 33, 34). Previous studies using multiple endothelial cell markers verified that essentially all blood vessels in RIP-Tag2 tumors are CD31 positive (6, 35). We also learned that blood vessels undergoing regression lose patency (lectin staining) while remaining CD31 positive (6, 35). In the present studies, we found nearly all CD31-positive vessels in untreated RIP-Tag2 tumors labeled with the lectin (Figure 2A). Only endothelial sprouts, which protruded from the walls of some tumor vessels, were lectin negative (Figure 2A, arrows).

After treatment with AG-013736 for 7 days, most surviving vessels in RIP-Tag2 tumors had lectin labeling but did not have sprouts (Figure 2B). One day after the treatment ended, sprouts were the only regions of tumor vessels that lacked lectin labeling (Figure 2C, arrows). By 7 days, lectin stained almost all of the regrown vasculature (Figure 2D, arrows). Measurements confirmed that lectin labeling and vascularity increased in parallel, suggesting that tumor vessels became patent as they regrew to baseline over 7 days (Figure 2E).

**Figure 2**

CD31-positive blood vessels labeled with i.v. FITC-lectin in RIP-Tag2 tumors. Confocal micrographs of tumors: untreated (A); treated with AG-013736 for 7 days (B); and 1 day (C) or 7 days (D) after withdrawal of AG-013736. (A) In the untreated tumor, almost all blood vessels were labeled with lectin, but some CD31-positive endothelial sprouts were not labeled (arrows). (B) After treatment, surviving tumor vessels had lectin labeling but lacked sprouts. At 1 day (C) and 7 days (D) after treatment, nearly all tumor vessels were stained with lectin, but lectin-negative endothelial sprouts were abundant (C and D, arrows). Focal regions of extravasated lectin were present at 7 days (D, green, arrowheads in merged image), suggestive of vessel leakiness. (E) Graph showing similarity of area densities of CD31-positive blood vessels and lectin-stained vessels during 7 days of vascular regrowth, indicative of vessel functionality. *P < 0.05 compared with corresponding values for untreated tumors. Scale bar: 22.5 μm.
measuring the fluorescence intensity of RIP-Tag2 tumor vessels stained for VEGFR-2 immunoreactivity, we sought to determine whether the expression of VEGFR-2 in tumor vessels recovered during regrowth and, if so, how quickly. Fluorescent images and surface plots revealed that VEGFR-2 immunoreactivity in untreated RIP-Tag2 tumors (Figure 3, A and D) was conspicuously reduced by treatment with AG-013736 for 7 days (Figure 3, B and E). After drug withdrawal, VEGFR-2 immunofluorescence returned to baseline within 7 days as vascular density increased (Figure 3, C and F). Measurements showed a 52% reduction in VEGFR-2 immunoreactivity after 7 days of treatment (Figure 3G), consistent with lower VEGFR-2 expression in the surviving vessels. This decrease reversed completely during vascular regrowth and accompanied the return of tumor vascularity to baseline during the week after treatment ended (Figure 3G).

**Rapid recovery of VEGF dependence of regrown tumor vessels.** The recovery of VEGFR-2 immunoreactivity after withdrawal of VEGF inhibition raised the possibility that regrown vessels in RIP-Tag2 tumors reacquired VEGF dependence — regression after inhibition of VEGF signaling — found in untreated tumors (6). We addressed this question by treating RIP-Tag2 mice with a second round of AG-013736 beginning 7 days after the end of the first round of treatment. We found that the second round reduced tumor vascularity as much as the first round (Figure 3H). This finding is evidence that much of the regrown tumor vasculature is VEGF dependent.

**Changes in pericyte phenotype during vascular regression and regrowth.** Treatment with AG-013736 reduces by about one-third the population of α-SMA–positive cells in RIP-Tag2 tumors (6). We sought to determine the reversibility of this change and whether it reflects a decrease in number of pericytes or change in pericyte phenotype. Immunohistochemical studies confirmed the decrease in α-SMA staining after AG-013736 treatment and revealed that the reduction reversed rapidly after the treatment ended (Figure 4, A–C). Measurements showed that the area density of α-SMA, which in these experiments decreased 50% during treatment, was fully back to baseline by 4 days after the treatment ended (Figure 4D).

To test whether the change in α-SMA immunoreactivity reflected a change in pericyte number, we repeated the experiment using a second pericyte marker, PDGFR-β (38). Interestingly, PDGFR-β immunoreactivity did not undergo a corresponding reduction during treatment and did not change appreciably during regrowth (Figure 4, E–G). To explore further the effects of AG-013736 on α-SMA and PDGFR-β immunoreactivities, we measured the extent of colocalization of these markers in RIP-Tag2 tumors after treat-
The proportion of pixels in which PDGFR-β colocalized with α-SMA staining — consistent with coexpression in the same cells — decreased during treatment and fully recovered after the treatment ended (Figure 4H). Taken together, these results suggest that treatment with AG-013736 induced a reversible change in pericyte phenotype, whereby the reduction in α-SMA immunoreactivity reflected a decrease in α-SMA protein expression per cell rather than a decrease in cell number.

To determine whether effects of AG-013736 on PDGFR signaling (27) contributed to the change in pericyte phenotype, we examined for comparison the effects of AG-028262, a potent small molecule inhibitor of VEGFR-2 phosphorylation (IC₅₀ = 0.34 nM) with little action on PDGFR-β (IC₅₀ = 193 nM) (28). AG-028262 decreased the vascularity of RIP-Tag2 tumors by 52% during 7 days of treatment (Figure 5, A, B, and D). After the treatment ended, tumor vessels regrew to baseline within 7 days (Figure 5, C and D). Treatment with AG-028262 did not significantly reduce the number of empty basement membrane sleeves, as reflected by type IV collagen immunoreactivity (Figure 5D). As found with AG-013736, AG-028262 reduced α-SMA immunoreactivity (by 54%) but did not significantly change PDGFR-β immunoreactivity (Figure 5E). The reduction in α-SMA reversed completely over the 7 days after AG-028262 treatment ended (Figure 5E). These results are consistent with the hypothesis that the change in pericyte phenotype after AG-013736 or AG-028262 is a downstream consequence of inhibition of VEGFR signaling rather than a direct effect on PDGF signaling. The regression of endothelial cells left pericytes in empty sleeves of basement membrane (Figure 5, F and G).

Empty sleeves of basement membrane as a scaffold for tumor vessel regrowth. In untreated RIP-Tag2 tumors, CD31 (endothelial cells) and type IV collagen (basement membrane) immunoreactivities had almost identical distributions (Figure 6A). After 7 days of AG-013736 treatment, the overall pattern of basement membrane showed little change, but many endothelial cells regressed, leaving half of the strands of type IV collagen without CD31 immunoreactivity (Figure 6B). By comparison, 7 days after the treatment ended, CD31-positive vessels were as abundant as in control tumors, and few empty sleeves of basement membrane remained (Figure 6C). The amount of type IV collagen immunoreactivity resembled that in the control (Figure 6, A and C). Regrowth of tumor vessels to the original abundance did not increase the overall amount of basement membrane.

The abundance of empty sleeves of basement membrane left behind by regressing tumor vessels and the apparent lack of duplication of vascular basement membrane during regrowth raised the possibility that the sleeves were reused by growing tumor vessels. The stability of the PDGFR-β-positive pericyte population suggests that the short-term change in α-SMA immunoreactivity reflects a change in pericyte phenotype rather than in pericyte number. *P < 0.05 compared with control. †P < 0.05 compared with PDGFR-β.
Several approaches were used to explore this possibility. We reasoned that if new vessels grew into existing basement membrane sleeves, the rate of vessel regrowth should match the rate of disappearance of empty sleeves. Measurements made at 1, 2, 4, 7, and 14 days after cessation of AG-013736 treatment showed that the events were simultaneous (Figure 6D). At baseline, the area densities of type IV collagen and CD31 were essentially the same, 54.4% versus 54.7%. After 7 days of AG-013736 treatment, 50% of the type IV collagen sleeves were unaccompanied by CD31 (Figure 6D), but these empty sleeves became more sparse during vascular regrowth and were absent by 7–14 days after treatment ended (Figure 6E). Over the same period, the 61% reduction in tumor vasculature decreased to 0% (Figure 6E). There was little change in the overall amount of type IV collagen (Figure 6D).

We next looked for endothelial sprouts in empty sleeves of basement membrane during early stages of vascular regrowth. At 1 day, CD31-positive sprouts were abundant in sleeves of type IV collagen (Figure 7, A and B, arrows). Absence of lectin staining indicated that the sprouts lacked a lumen (Figure 7A, arrows). Filopodia emerging from endothelial tip cells in regrowing blood vessels were enveloped by type IV collagen (Figure 7C, arrows).

We also explored strategies to test whether vascular regrowth can be blocked by targeting the empty sleeves of basement membrane. These experiments were designed with the knowledge that the sleeves do not disappear and tumor vessels do not regrow during treatment with AG-013736 for 3 weeks (6). In one approach, we asked whether vascular regrowth was impaired by inhibition of MMPs involved in remodeling of the extracellular matrix (29). We found that treatment with AG-013736 in combination with the MMP inhibitor AG3340 caused a greater amount of vascular regression over 7 days (72%) than AG-013736 treatment alone (60%) (Figure 5). However, continuation of AG3340 treatment for 7 days after the VEGF inhibitor was stopped did not significantly reduce the abundance of empty sleeves of basement membrane or slow revascularization (Figure 7, F and G). Empty sleeves were still present after the combination treatment with AG-013736 and AG3340 (Figure 7E), but they disappeared as tumor vessels regrew despite the continued presence of AG3340 (Figure 7F).

In another approach, we targeted basement membrane sleeves with a monoclonal antibody (HUIV26) directed against a cryptic epitope of type IV collagen that is exposed in angiogenesis (30). The antibody is known to interfere with angiogenesis in several models (30–32). RIP-Tag2 mice received both AG-028262 and HUIV26 for 7 days, and then AG-028262 treatment was stopped and HUIV26 continued for another 7 days. HUIV26 did not augment the loss of tumor vessels or basement membrane sleeves when given with AG-028262 or reduce revascularization when administered alone during the subsequent 7-day period (Figure 7H). The same results were obtained when HUIV26 was given alone for 4 days (data not shown).

**Association of VEGF with empty sleeves of basement membrane.** Because VEGF binds to basement membrane components (25), we asked whether empty sleeves of basement membrane, formed when tumor vessels regress, are VEGF storage sites that could influence regrowth of tumor vessels. By examining the distribution of VEGF immunoreactivity in RIP-Tag2 tumors treated with AG-013736 for 7 days, we found VEGF concentrated not only in RIP-Tag2 tumor cells (Figure 5).
VEGF is a key driver of vascular remodeling. Reversible changes in mouse retina, where the lumen of growing blood vessels is patency restored in 2 days after withdrawal of an inhibitor of VEGF tyrosine kinase receptor signaling (6). Vascular regrowth in RIP-Tag2 tumors and Lewis lung carcinomas was evident only 2 days after withdrawal of an inhibitor of VEGF tyrosine kinase receptor signaling and was fully restored by 7 days. In vivo staining with fluorescent lectin showed that new vessels developed a lumen and connection to the circulation as they regrew. Tumor vessels that survived treatment had a uniform caliber, little branching, low VEGF receptor expression, and independence of VEGF for survival. By comparison, regrowing vessels resembled those in untreated tumors by their tortuosity, high VEGFR-2 expression, and dependence of VEGF receptor signaling. Pericytes and empty sleeves of basement membrane may facilitate the regrowth and are thus complementary targets in cancer therapy.

Functional tumor vessels rapidly regrow after removal of VEGF inhibition. VEGF is a key driver of vascular growth in RIP-Tag2 tumors. Tumor vascularization is severely impaired both by genetic inactivation of VEGF alleles in pancreatic β cells (40) and by pharmacological inhibition of VEGF signaling (40). The present study examined the regression and regrowth of tumor vessels after reversible inhibition of VEGF receptor signaling by AG-013736 for 7 days (6), which is not feasible after targeted genetic inactivation of VEGF in RIP-Cre;Vegf-fl/fl mice (40). Loss of tumor vessels and subsequent vascular regrowth were assessed by measuring the abundance of CD31-positive endothelial cells. By comparing CD31 staining with vessel labeling by fluorescent lectin in the bloodstream, we found that most regrowing tumor vessels were patent from day 1. Only blind-ended tips of sprouts and filopodia lacked a lumen. Similar features have been described in the developing mouse retina, where the lumen of growing blood vessels extends up to endothelial tip cells (41).

Posttreatment restoration of endothelial cell phenotype and VEGF dependence. Reversible changes in VEGFR-2 immunoreactivity reflected the dynamic nature of endothelial cells of tumor vessels during and after treatment. Expression of VEGFR-2 is known to be reduced by inhibition of VEGF receptor signaling (6, 36, 37). The present study revealed the rapid reversibility of this change. VEGFR-2 immunofluorescence returned to the unusually high intensity typical of RIP-Tag2 tumor vessels by 7 days after cessation of AG-013736 treatment. Recovery

71, arrowheads), as previously reported (39, 40), but also in empty sleeves of basement membrane (Figure 7, I and J, arrows).

Discussion
The goal of this study was to determine the rate and extent of blood vessel regrowth in tumors after removal of VEGF inhibition. The experiments built on previous evidence of robust regression of blood vessels in tumors and certain normal organs after inhibition of VEGF signaling (6, 19, 20, 26). Vascular regrowth in RIP-Tag2 tumors and Lewis lung carcinomas was evident only 2 days after withdrawal of an inhibitor of VEGF tyrosine kinase receptor signaling and was fully restored by 7 days. In vivo staining with fluorescent lectin showed that new vessels developed a lumen and connection to the circulation as they regrew. Tumor vessels that survived treatment had a uniform caliber, little branching, low VEGF receptor expression, and independence of VEGF for survival. By comparison, regrowing vessels resembled those in untreated tumors by their tortuosity, high VEGFR-2 expression, and dependence of VEGF receptor signaling. Pericytes and empty sleeves of basement membrane may facilitate the regrowth and are thus complementary targets in cancer therapy.
of high VEGFR-2 expression coincided with the return of VEGF dependence of tumor vessels. In particular, the regrown vessels in RIP-Tag2 tumors were just as sensitive to a second round of VEGF inhibition as was the vasculature under baseline conditions. Studies of another tumor model have shown that the rate of tumor growth can increase after withdrawal of VEGF inhibition (21).

The recovery of VEGF dependence of regrown tumor vessels has potential clinical significance. A brief treatment period was chosen in the present studies of RIP-Tag2 tumors to provide a favorable setting for vascular regrowth after removal of VEGF inhibition to maximize the rate and amount of regrowth. One week of treatment is clearly less than the current clinical use of VEGF inhibitors in treatment of cancer or angiogenic eye diseases, where treatment can last for months or years. Therefore, further experiments are needed to determine whether such prolonged treatment has different effects on regrowth and VEGF dependency of regrowing tumor vessels. In addition, studies with multiple cycles of treatment and withdrawal are needed to learn whether empty basement membrane sleeves eventually disappear and vascular regrowth ceases. Indeed, there could be a critical duration of treatment after which regrowth does not occur. In vivo studies and examination of clinical specimens obtained at surgery after one or more courses of VEGF inhibition should make it possible to address these issues in humans.

Changes in pericyte phenotype after VEGF inhibition and during vascular regrowth. Treatment with AG-013736 markedly decreased α-SMA immunoreactivity of pericytes in RIP-Tag2 tumors, but PDGFR-β immunoreactivity did not show corresponding changes. Because of this difference, the reduction in α-SMA immunoreactivity was thought to reflect a change in α-SMA expression rather than loss of pericytes. Although AG-013736 inhibits PDGFR-β, albeit at a concentration 10 times higher than required to inhibit VEGFR (18, 27), it is unclear whether the dose of AG-013736 we used would cause sufficient inhibition of PDGFR-β in vivo to change pericyte phenotype. To address this issue, we performed complementary studies using AG-028262, which has nearly 1,000-fold greater selectivity for VEGFR than PDGFR (28). Because AG-028262 and AG-013736 had similar effects on pericyte phenotype, the effect on...
α-SMA is more likely a downstream consequence of VEGF inhibition than a direct effect on PDGFR-β.

Signaling mechanisms governing α-SMA expression in pericytes are incompletely understood. TGF-β upregulates α-SMA expression in pericytes (42), and TNF-α decreases α-SMA expression (43). Findings in the present studies are consistent with a link between VEGF signaling in endothelial cells and α-SMA expression—but not PDGFR-β expression. The reduction in α-SMA expression may reflect a diminished supply of PDGF from endothelial cells undergoing regression.

Both AG-013736 and AG-028262 were chosen because of their robust, rapid action on blood vessels in RIP-Tag2 tumors and short half-life (approximately 6–7 hours) in the bloodstream (6, 18, 28). The short half-life made it feasible to study the consequences of inhibition of VEGF signaling followed by rapid reversal after drug withdrawal. We have used macromolecular inhibitors, including soluble decoy receptors and antibodies, in studies of vascular regression in tumors and normal organs (6, 19, 20, 26) but not in the present studies, because their longer half-lives could delay vascular regression and lead to underestimation of the rate.

Role of empty sleeves of vascular basement membrane in vascular regrowth. Results of the present study provide clues that empty sleeves of basement membrane facilitate vascular regrowth in tumors. Endothelial cell sprouts were abundant in basement membrane sleeves during the initial phase of regression. Although the mere presence of sprouts in the sleeves may be coincidental, the time course of vascular regrowth closely coincided with their disappearance, suggesting that endothelial cells either grew into them or simultaneously created new sleeves as the old ones disappeared. The former possibility seems more likely, because the empty sleeves disappeared over 7–14 days as the vessels regrew but remained for at least 21 days when regrowth was blocked by continuous inhibition of VEGF signaling (6).

Formal proof that basement membrane sleeves are required for rapid regrowth of tumor vessels after regression could be obtained by destroying the sleeves and measuring revascularization. However, we are not aware of an approach that can eliminate the sleeves without causing confounding changes in tumors. One possibility would be to degrade the sleeves with proteases, but proteolytic degradation of basement membrane could liberate proangiogenic and antiangiogenic fragments whose actions would confuse the issue (44, 45).

We explored 2 alternatives. In the first, we used AG3340, an inhibitor of MMPs, to perturb remodeling of the extracellular matrix and the release of sequestered VEGF from the matrix (29, 39, 46). However, we found no reduction in abundance of empty basement membrane sleeves or vascular regrowth. Sleeves were as abundant with the MMP inhibitor as without and were replaced by regrowing vessels, despite the continued presence of the MMP inhibitor. Evidently, MMPs blocked by AG3340 are not essential for formation and persistence of the sleeves or for regrowth of tumor vessels under these conditions.

In another approach, we targeted basement membrane sleeves by using monoclonal antibody HUIV26 directed against cryptic domains of denatured type IV collagen (30). In these experiments, RIP-Tag2 mice received AG-028262 in combination with HUIV26 for 7 days and then HUIV26 for another 7 days after AG-028262 treatment was stopped. In these tumors, basement membrane sleeves were present, and blood vessels regrew at the usual rate. It is unclear whether the functional properties of the vessels were the same as in untreated tumors.

Studies of axonal regeneration in peripheral nerves provide clues to the way in which membrane sleeves may facilitate vascular regrowth (23, 24). Tubes of Schwann cell basement membrane, left behind when axons degenerate, not only supply chemical guidance signals for axonal regrowth but also serve as an anatomical scaffold for precise functional reinnervation (47). Axons can home to original targets via these tubes with amazing precision (47). Regrowing motor axons can reinnervate their original motor endplates on muscle, provided the tubes are still intact (47). The basement membrane is polarized, and axons grow only along the inner surface (23). Lamins, fibronectin, and heparan sulfate proteoglycan in the basement membrane promote growth. The basement membrane tubes are remarkably durable. They are not degraded by invading macrophages that clear remnants of degenerating axons (48). Segments of denervated nerve continue to be efficient paths for nerve regeneration for several months after denervation (49). Schwann cells, which generally survive nerve transaction or crush, play an important role but are not essential for axonal regrowth. Basement membrane tubes can facilitate regrowth into a nerve graft even when all cellular constituents of the graft are eliminated by repeated freeze-thawing to produce an acellular scaffold (23, 48). Acellular grafts, where basement membrane tubes without Schwann cells provide paths for axonal regrowth, can support functional reinnervation over a gap of several centimeters (50) and maintain this potential for months (51).

Tubes of basement membrane in nerves provide cues that determine branching and directional regrowth of axons (47). Empty sleeves of basement membrane may provide similar cues to regrowing blood vessels. Basement membrane is a binding site for heparan sulfate–binding isoforms of VEGF and other factors that can drive vascular regrowth (25, 52, 53). In RIP-Tag2 tumors, VEGF is stored not only in tumor cells (39, 40) but also on empty sleeves of basement membrane. The concentration and distribution of extracellular VEGF shapes the oriented migration and branching of endothelial sprouts (41).

Pericytes contribute to the vascular basement membrane (54). They also play a role in sprouting angiogenesis (34, 35, 55) and participate in vessel maturation (56–58). Additional studies are needed to determine whether pericytes that survive after endothelial cells regress participate in vascular regrowth in the way Schwann cells facilitate axonal regeneration.

Source of endothelial cells for regrowing tumor vasculature. Under certain conditions, cells from bone marrow contribute to the growth of blood vessels in tumors and other sites of angiogenesis by differentiating into endothelial cells or pericytes or by secreting proangiogenic cytokines (59, 60). The mechanism involved is controversial because the magnitude and type of the contribution differs from model to model (61, 62). Studies of RIP-Tag2 tumors have shown significant contributions of bone marrow progenitor cells to mural cells of the vasculature and to myofibroblasts in the stroma, but no contribution to the endothelium of tumor vessels has been described (63, 64). In the present studies of RIP-Tag2 tumors, sprouting angiogenesis was extensive during vascular regrowth after removal of VEGF inhibition. Additional experiments are needed to determine whether the new vessels receive a measurable contribution from bone marrow–derived cells.

In conclusion, our findings indicate that tumor blood vessels not only undergo rapid regression when VEGF signaling is inhibited but also equally rapid regrowth after the treatment ends. Regrowing tumor vessels become functional as they form and reacquire...
VEGF as a survival factor. Many pericytes survive VEGF inhibition but undergo a change in phenotype during treatment, reflected by loss of α-SMA expression; this change reverses when the treatment stops. Sleeves of basement membrane and accompanying pericytes left behind after endothelial cells degenerate appear to provide a scaffold for regrowth of the tumor microvasculature, analogous to basement membrane tubes and Schwann cells in nerve regeneration. Important next steps will be to examine the impact of longer treatment periods on the rate and extent of vascular regrowth. Overall, these results show that effects of VEGF inhibition on tumors are not permanent and suggest that destroying pericytes and empty sleeves of basement membrane would complement the actions of VEGF inhibitors by decreasing the potential for vascular regrowth.

Methods

Animals and treatment. Spontaneous pancreatic islet cell carcinomas in RIP-Tag2 mice (C57BL/6 background; ref. 65) from our colony at UCSF were studied at 10–12 weeks of age (6). A 1-mm³ piece of Lewis lung carcinoma from a donor mouse was implanted under the dorsal skin of wild-type 7- to 8-week-old C57BL/6 mice for 4 days (6). All experimental procedures were approved by the UCSF Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee.

Drugs. AG-013736, a potent small molecule inhibitor of VEGFR and related receptor tyrosine kinases (6, 18), was suspended at a concentration of 5 mg/ml in 0.5% carboxymethylcellulose and administered by gavage. In some experiments, AG-013736 was dissolved in 3 parts PEG-400 and 7 parts acidified water (pH 2–3) and injected i.p. In both cases, AG-013736 was administered at a dose of 25 mg/kg body weight in a volume of 5 μl/g, bid. Complementary studies used the selective VEGF receptor tyrosine kinase inhibitor AG-028262 (28), which was prepared at a concentration of 21.92 mg/ml by suspension in 0.5% carboxymethylcellulose and administered by gavage (40 mg/kg in a volume of 5 μl/g, bid). The effect of metalloproteinase inhibition on regrowth of tumor vessels was assessed by treating mice with AG3340 (29). AG3340, prepared in acidified water, pH 2.2–2.3, was administered by gavage (200 mg/kg in a volume of 5 μl/g, bid). AG-013736, AG-028262, and AG3340 were supplied by Pfizer Global Research and Development.

The basement membrane of regressing tumor vessels was targeted by treating mice with monoclonal antibody HUIV26, which recognizes cryptic sites on denatured type IV collagen (30–32). HUIV26 at a concentration of 1.15 mg/ml was injected i.p. at a dose of 100 μg (volume, 87 μl) every other day (on days 0, 2, 4, 6 in all mice; days 8 and 10 for 11-day experiments; and days 8, 10, and 12 for 14-day experiments). HUIV26 was supplied by Cell Matrix Inc., a subsidiary of CancerVax.

Treatments. Vascular regrowth after AG-013736 treatment was studied in groups of mice that received 1 of 4 treatments: (a) vehicle; (b) AG-013736 for 7 days; (c) AG-013736 for 7 days followed by a period without treatment lasting 1, 2, 4, 7, or 14 days; or (d) AG-013736 for 7 days followed by no treatment for 7 days and then a second 7-day round of AG-013736. Previous studies showed that vehicles for AG-013736 (carboxymethylcellulose or PEG-400 in acidified water) had no detectable effect on RIP-Tag2 tumors (6). AG-028262 was studied in groups similar to a, b, and c. Group d had a 7-day period without treatment.

Effects of AG3340 on regrowth of tumor vessels were studied in groups of mice that received 1 of 4 treatments: (a) vehicle; (b) AG-013736 plus AG3340 for 7 days; (c) AG-013736 plus AG3340 for 7 days, then no treatment for 7 days; or (d) AG-013736 plus AG3340 for 7 days, then AG3340 alone for 7 days.

Effects of HUIV26 were examined in groups of mice that received 1 of 5 treatments: (a) vehicle; (b) AG-028262 for 7 days; (c) AG-028262 plus HUIV26 for 7 days; (d) AG-028262 for 7 days, then no treatment for 4 or 7 days; or (e) AG-028262 plus HUIV26 for 7 days, then HUIV26 alone for 4 or 7 days.

Lectin injection and fixation by vascular perfusion. After the treatment and withdrawal periods, mice were anesthetized with ketamine (100 mg/kg i.p.) plus xylazine (10 mg/kg i.p.). Patency of individual tumor vessels was assessed in some mice by injection of 100 μl of FITC-labeled L. esculentum lectin (1 mg/ml in 0.9% NaCl; Vector Laboratories) into a femoral vein 2 minutes before the perfusion. The chest was opened rapidly, and the vasculature was perfused for 2 minutes at a pressure of 120 mmHg with fixative (1% paraformaldehyde in PBS, pH 7.4; Sigma-Aldrich) from an 18-gauge cannula inserted into the aorta via an incision in the left ventricle. Blood and fixative exited through an opening in the right atrium. Fixed tissues were removed, immersed in fixative for 1 hour at 4°C, rinsed several times with PBS, infiltrated with 30% sucrose, frozen in OCT compound, and processed for immunohistochemistry.

Immunohistochemistry. Cryostar sections of tissue were cut at a thickness of 80 μm unless otherwise indicated. Sections dried on Superfrost Plus slides (Fisher Scientific) were permeabilized with PBS containing 0.3% Triton X-100 (LabChem Inc.) and then incubated in a solution containing 5% normal serum (Jackson ImmunoResearch Laboratories Inc.), PBS-plus (PBS with 0.3% Triton X-100, 0.2% BSA; Sigma-Aldrich), and 0.01% thimerosal (Sigma-Aldrich) for 1 hour at room temperature to block nonspecific antibody binding (6).

Sections on slides were incubated for 12–15 hours with primary antibodies diluted in 5% normal serum in PBS-plus at room temperature. Endothelial cells, pericytes, and vascular basement membrane of tumor vessels were identified by staining with combinations of 2 or 3 antibodies. Endothelial cells were labeled with rat monoclonal anti-CD31 (PECAM-1, clone MEC 13.3; 1:500; BD Biosciences — Pharmingen) or rabbit polyclonal anti–VEGF-2 (antibody T014; 1:2,000; gift from R. Brekken and P. Thorpe, University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center, Dallas, Texas, USA). Pericytes were labeled with Cy3-conjugated mouse monoclonal anti–α-SMA (clone 1A4; 1:1,000; Sigma-Aldrich) and/or rat monoclonal anti–PDGFβ receptor antibody (clone APB5; 1:2,000; gift from A. Uemura, Kyoto University, Kyoto, Japan). Vascular basement membrane was examined with rabbit polyclonal anti–type IV collagen antibody (1:10,000; Cosmo Bio Co.). VEGF was stained with goat polyclonal anti–VEGF antibody (1:400; R&D Systems).

After incubation with primary antibodies, sections were rinsed with PBS containing 0.3% Triton X-100 and incubated for 4–6 hours at room temperature with secondary antibodies diluted in 5% normal serum in PBS-plus. Secondary antibodies were FITC- or Cy3-labeled goat-anti-rat IgG for rat anti-CD31 and anti–PDGFβ receptor antibodies; Cy3-, Cy5-, or FITC-labeled goat-anti-rabbit IgG for rabbit anti–type IV collagen and anti–VEGF-2 antibodies; and Cy3-labeled donkey anti-goat IgG for the goat anti–VEGF antibody (1:400; Jackson ImmunoResearch Laboratories Inc.). Sections were rinsed with PBS containing 0.3% Triton X-100, postfixed in 4% paraformaldehyde, rinsed again with PBS, and mounted in VECTASHIELD (Vector Laboratories).

Fluorescence imaging. Tissue sections were examined with a Zeiss Axiohot fluorescence microscope equipped with single, dual, and triple fluorescence filters and a low-light, externally cooled, 3-chip charge-coupled device (CCD) camera (480 × 640–pixel RGB color images; CoolCam; SciMeasure) and with a Zeiss LSM 510 confocal microscope with Argon, Helium-Neon, and UV lasers (512 × 512—1024 × 1024–pixel RGB color images; Zeiss).

The anti-CD31 antibody uniformly stained the entire thickness of 80-μm sections of pancreas and tumors of RIP-Tag2 mice. The anti–type IV collagen antibody consistently stained the uppermost 50 μm of sections, but staining of deeper regions was variable, perhaps because the dilute antibody (1:10,000) was depleted during penetration. As a result, CD31-positive vessels in the lowermost part of some sections appeared unaccompanied by type IV collagen. This problem was circumvented by obtaining confocal microscopic images from the uppermost 50 μm of the sections.
Tumor vascularity. Endothelial cells, pericytes, and basement membrane of blood vessels in tumors were quantified by measuring the proportion of sectional area (area density) occupied by fluorescence of specific immunohistochemical markers. Tumor vessel patency was assessed by measuring the extent of lectin staining. Digital fluorescence microscopic images, each representing a region measuring 960 × 1280 μm (×10 objective, ×1 Optovar), were captured from sections of at least 4 RIP-Tag2 tumors or 2 regions of Lewis lung carcinoma in each mouse. Images were analyzed using ImageJ software (http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ij/) (6). Based on an analysis of pixel fluorescence intensities, which ranged from 0 to 255, specific staining was distinguished from background by empirically using a threshold value of 45 or 50 (6). Area densities of structures stained with lectin, CD31, α-SMA, PDGFR-β, or type IV collagen were calculated as the proportion of pixels having a fluorescence intensity value equal to or greater than the threshold (6). Because the fluorescence threshold was set to provide the greatest signal-to-noise ratio for measuring specific immunoreactivity, some of the faintest immunoreactivity may not have been included. However, because thresholds were applied uniformly, all experimental groups were similarly affected.

Intensity of VEGFR-2 immunofluorescence. VEGFR-2 immunofluorescence of RIP-Tag2 tumors was measured in 6 steps (6): (a) Cryostat sections were cut at a thickness of 20 μm and stained for VEGFR-2 immunoreactivity or, as a control, with Cy3-labeled secondary antibody without a primary antibody. (b) Camera gain was calibrated on sections stained with the secondary antibody, which by definition had no foreground (specific) fluorescence. Camera gain was set so background fluorescence was barely visible in the digital images (×20 objective, ×1 Optovar; tissue region 480 × 640 μm). Analysis by ImageJ showed that 97% of pixels had a fluorescence intensity of less than 15 (intensity range, 0–255). The lower limit of specific fluorescence (threshold) was thus established as a fluorescence intensity of 15. (c) Digital images were then obtained from sections stained for VEGFR-2 immunoreactivity (Cy3-conjugated secondary antibody) and camera gain set as for the calibration sections. Camera gain was adjusted as needed from section to section to maintain the background fluorescence at the calibration level. Brightness of foreground fluorescence was ignored in this step. (d) RGB images were converted to 8-bit grayscale images with ImageJ. (e) Fluorescence intensity was determined for each pixel using ImageJ. (f) Mean fluorescence intensity of these pixels was calculated as the sum of the number of pixels at each intensity of at least 15, times the intensity, divided by the total number of pixels with intensity of at least 15.

The mean value for VEGFR-2 fluorescence intensity in RIP-Tag2 tumors in each mouse was calculated from at least 4 images. Group means were expressed as a percentage of the corresponding values for blood vessels in vehicle-treated tumors (n = 4–6 mice per treatment group). Tests of reproducibility confirmed that AG-013736 treatment reduced the intensity of VEGFR-2 immunofluorescence of RIP-Tag2 tumors by approximately 50% in 3 independent experiments.

Colocalization of pericyte markers. As an index of pericyte phenotype, the amount of colocalization of 2 pericyte markers (α-SMA and PDGFR-β) was measured on images of immunohistochemically stained 20-μm sections of RIP-Tag2 tumors. Digital images of the red (Cy3-labeled α-SMA primary antibody) and green (PDGFR-β labeled with FITC-conjugated secondary antibody) channels of the same field were captured separately with the CCD camera on the fluorescence microscope (×10 objective, ×1 Optovar). The Colocalization plug-in function of ImageJ was used to identify pixels that had a fluorescence intensity equal to or greater than the threshold values (30 to 45) in both the red and green channels. The amount of colocalization of the 2 pericyte markers, expressed as the percentage of pixels with above-threshold PDGFR-β immunoreactivity that colocalized with above-threshold α-SMA staining, was calculated as the number of colocalized pixels divided by the number of above-threshold pixels in the PDGFR-β image.

Statistics. The significance of differences among groups was assessed using ANOVA followed by the Bonferroni-Dunn or Fisher’s test for multiple comparisons. Values are expressed as mean ± SEM (n = 4–5 mice per group). P values less than 0.05 were considered significant, except where lower values were indicated in the Bonferroni-Dunn tests.
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